The Indelible Nathan Tardif
With Noodler’s Ink,
an Alchemist Makes a Mark That Will Last.!
By Gregory Peterson
!
As Nathan Tardif tells it, his first formative exposure to fountain pens
came during New England’s “Blizzard of ’78”—an historic nor’easter
snowstorm that left the youngster housebound and searching an indoor activity to occupy his time. What the restless boy found was a
broken fountain pen. With a little help from his mother—a registered
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nurse who brought home a piece of medical tubing for her son’s repair
project—young Tardif fixed the pen. He was 11 years old.
Inspired by this early success, the boy began repairing $2.00 pens
from jewelry stores—and before long his growing pen-repair clientele
included collectors of vintage ink, as well. Soon he was studying ink
characteristics, formulations, properties, and aesthetic values. And for
years thereafter Tardif deepened his expertise in both pens and inks—
steadily becoming an expert in his field. Although Tardif didn’t know it
at the time, this growing knowledge would one day spawn an innovative company with fans throughout the world. Created in 2004, that
company is Noodler’s Ink.

Visit online pen forums, and you will see fans affectionately liken
Tardif to Willie Wonka or (in reference to the crafty chemistryteacher-turned-criminal on AMC’s Breaking Bad series) “the Walter
White of ink.” In just over a dozen years Tardif has become something
of a legend—inspiring social media comments such as this: “He’s kind
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of this shadowy mastermind/mad ink scientist…toiling in his secret
lair concocting ink that writes without paper…”
This “mad scientist” descriptor works well enough—until one
learns that Tardif’s studies were in economics and business, not science. But whatever formal scientific training Tardif might lack has
been compensated by long years of ink-stained, on-the-job training.
And as for his training in business and economics…let’s just say that
education has not been forgotten.
A long-time Massachusetts native—the descendant of Mayflower
immigrants and 17th century French-Canadians—Tardif is a self-professed believer in traditional “Yankee” values: frugality, hard work,
self-determination, and freedom from government involvement in
one’s affairs. He is never shy about expressing this personal political
and economic philosophy; indeed, he prizes the “bully pulpit” that allows him to voice his opinions via blogposts, videos, and the distinctive labels of his inks. In accounting for his company’s performance,
Tardif includes these political messages as an important return-on-investment measure. (Some customers celebrate these messages; some
customers merely tolerate them. And other customers? Well, after
hearing the messages, some no longer are customers. Whatever the net
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financial result might be, however, Tardif downplays any concern. He
is passionate about his beliefs and is pleased to be exercising his right
to speak freely about them. Let the economic chips fall where they
may…)

A Catfish with Attitude!
Sooner or later, every Noodler’s newbie asks the question: What, exactly is a noodler? “Noodling” is an extreme sport that pits man
against fish—without the benefit of technology. (No hooks, lines,
sinkers, rods, reels, nets spears, or angleworms.) Practiced primarily in
the Southern United States, noodling involves diving into a murky river, inserting one’s arm into the lair of a catfish, jamming one’s hand
into the critter’s mouth, then wrestling the thrashing fish to the surface. What’s so difficult about that? For one thing, a flathead catfish
easily can exceed 50 pounds (The U.S. record is 123 pounds.) Also,
even the smaller fish are muscular and feisty—leaving many a noodler
with sprained knuckles, bloody hands, maybe even a broken finger or
two. And let’s remember that much of this struggle occurs underwater. In short, noodling is not for the faint-of-heart…
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So what’s the connection between this extreme sport and
Tardif’s ink boutique? An avid fisherman, Tardif literally “tried his
hand” at noodling many years ago—and the experience made an impression on him. As a result, the surreal, ink-drawn catfish sketched
prominently on Noodler’s products is not just a fanciful logo; it’s a
symbol of Tardif’s hands-on (or hands-in, in this case) engagement, his
appetite for adventure, and his independent attitude. This same curiosity, tenacity, and spunk has fueled the innovation and grit that
make Noodler’s Ink what it is today: A scrappy competitor.

InkNeedLastForever!
When Tardif set out to make ink, he was determined his products
would not be like the increasingly “weak, washed-out inks” promoted
by established pen companies as “safe for your fountain pen”. On the
contrary, Tardif believes an ink’s value is largely proportional to the
amount of dye it holds. To that end, Noodler’s maximizes dye concentrations—in part, by minimizing water impurities (though a process of
triple-distillation). The resulting inks exemplify the Noodler’s
“style”—vibrant, highly saturated colors engineered to remain on the
page for a long while.
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In Tardif’s emails and online profiles one often sees him associated with this username/slogan: “InkNeedLastForever”. This message
encapsulates his passionate belief that what is written today must not
fade away; it must be visible to future generations—and Noodler’s
inks are designed to do just that.
Beloved by artists and aesthetes, these durable, dye-saturated
inks are not universally popular, however. Within the fountain pen
community, notable opinion leaders have expressed pen-safety concerns about the potential damage Noodler’s inks (and similar highly
saturated inks by other manufacturers) may pose to the internal workings of certain fountain pens. Despite extensive online debates (many
of which generated more heat than light) there is no one size fits all answer to these pen-safety concerns. Except this:

Know your pens, and do your homework about which inks are considered
best-suited for them. Regardless of the ink you choose, practice good “pen hygiene” and don’t leave your valuable pens inked for long periods of time.
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Inside The Ink Factory!
On its website, Noodler’s Ink is proclaimed “the smallest ink company
in the world with the largest color selection.” How many inks? “If we
include unique inks, where different retailers will have different private
labels, there are 375-450 separate formulations,” Tardif said. What inspires this extensive color palette? Tardif draws color inspiration from
history, culture, and the natural world. He also taps into the sheer
emotion of color associations—as shown by this example: “I always
liked the color of mercurochrome (a carmine-colored antiseptic formerly used to treat children’s skinned knees); it was a badge of youth.
So I sought to recreate this in my Dragon Napalm ink” he said.

Even in middle age, Tardif projects a boyish enthusiasm about his
work. After decades of hard work, producing hundreds of inks—and
hand-mixing them, night after night—Tardif eagerly looks forward to
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the next ink-creation experiment: “I'm still trying to create a bi-gravity
ink—with blue ink rising to the top of the bottle, and black settling on
its bottom. Or marbleized dyes that would remain separate—so the
colors would display as stripes when they hit the page. This ink would
be completely useless, but the novelty of it would be cool!” Willy
Wonka, indeed…

Bulletproof and Archival!
Beyond this free-spirited search to capture a rainbow of colors, Tardif
also is a mission-driven problem solver. As a result, Noodler’s is widely credited with having cracked the code on formulating inks that are
“bulletproof,” meaning they react with cellulose in paper to form
marks that are waterproof and UV-resistant. The benefits? Archival
longevity and protection against fraud and counterfeiting—providing
peace-of-mind when signing bank checks, medical prescriptions, and
other significant documents.
These protective properties have won Noodler’s converts from
noteworthy institutions and people in high places. In the United Kingdom, Tardif’s distributors report an enthusiastic English customer
base that includes members of Parliament and the Queen’s Secretary.
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Also, in response to a Pen World inquiry Mr. Duncan Jeffrey, Westminster Abbey’s Head of Communications, sent this confirmation:
“The Abbey’s civil registers do indeed use Noodler’s Ink,” he said,
adding “This ink was used for the wedding of TRH the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge in 2011…(including) the signing of the register
in the Shrine of St. Edward the Confessor.” Given the English culture’s respect for tradition and reverence for the written word, their
embrace of Noodler’s Ink is a considerable compliment. No small
achievement for a self-taught “mad scientist” who does it all by himself.

Sunset on the Noodler’s Empire?!
It would be a stretch to say that the sun never sets on the Noodler’s
empire. However, almost 150 dealers—stretching from San Francisco
to Singapore—routinely keep Tardif’s one-man operation laboring
long into the Massachusetts nights. Tardif’s indefatigable work habits
prompted one online wag to speculate: “He’s probably an android
from an alternate dimension where there are 100 hours in a day”. And,
truth be told, nobody yet has posed a more plausible explanation.
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Even while participating in evening telephone interviews for this
Pen World article, Tardif’s hands were busy—brewing ink, filling bottles, and preparing overseas shipments for the morning ahead. That’s
the burden of solo success, and Tardif seems resigned to it. “I figure
I’ve got another 20 years of productivity in me,” he said.
So it may well be that Tardif’s unique products will be available
for decades yet to come. One must keep in mind, however, that Tardif
has neither employees nor an acknowledged “heir apparent” to step in
when his uncommon zest for work finally runs dry. For this adventurous alchemist there’s a fragility that can’t be ignored—and he is cleareyed in acknowledging it.
“I used to take my ocean kayak out into the darkness of nearby
Buzzard’s Bay,” Tardif said. “I’d fish for sharks—some of which can
get rather large. Now I’m so busy that I don’t kayak much anymore.
But who knows? If I should happen to go missing one night in Buzzard’s Bay, I guess the secrets of Noodler’s Ink would go down with
my ship.”
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ENDIT!
Gregory Peterson is a writer in Harvard Square
Note: This story was originally published in
Pen World Magazine, and is reprinted here with
The Editor’s permission. All rights reserved.
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